
Digital Transformation  
The future of business: the next 5 years in retail  

and shopping, commerce and technology



The future is not usually discovered or created 
by simply upgrading or extending the present



Digital Transformation  



“How does a man go broke? Gradually then suddenly”  
(Ernest Hemingway)



1765: Engines for the Body



1765: Engines for the Body

2014: Engines for the Brain

Estimote iBeacon via Youtube
Say Hi Translation app via youtube



Mobile devices are rapidly changing our culture -  
an estimated 80% of all Internet traffic will be mobile by 2020

http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/3-wild-concepts-for-the-future-of-money/ar-BB84onE



Rocket-ships for the mind



The  mind in warp-drive…



Screenification  
First: communications & media. Second: revenue streams. “Money follows eyeballs”



Augmented reality: seeing things differently is a very powerful thing (IKEA example)



Interfaces are changing rapidly: touch and visual, embedded, gestures, voice-control
Pic via TrendOne.de

Google Chrome Voice Search



Yet culture and humanness still eats technology for breakfast
Emotional impact on customers is in direct proportion to purpose



Real-life, embodied, human experiences gain in value  
when all else becomes digitized, automated and abundant

Dodge Dart 2011 ad via Youtube



Broadcast Broadband



images via http://peterdiamandis.com/

“Broadbanding"

http://peterdiamandis.com/


From ownership to access: margin melt-down



Expect an increasing flood of challenge-opportunities 
based on hyper-efficiency, automation, big data, AI



Digital  
Natives

Digital 
Immigrants

One of the biggest challenges…



The key to the future: think, imagine, create digitally native offerings



Make your marketing and advertising digitally-native, too
“The best minds of my 
generation are thinking 

about how to make 
people click ads”  

(Jeffrey Hammerbacher)



Digital native commerce: interaction before transaction



In a digital world, marketing / advertising is content.  
Great brands are great stories.



Digitally native business ideas are disrupting incumbents everywhere 



Can you do something that is possible only because of digital?



Huge opportunities in the convergence of ‘cyberspace’ and ‘meatspace’ 



Convergence is actually real now: 
Get rid of the silos within!



The 10 most immediate opportunities



Think ‘arena’ not (just) industry



Augmented and Virtual Reality may become new ‘must-have’ new experiences 



Pic via https://jeremycwalter.wordpress.com/2013/03/

Great businesses must also have great utility



https://www.flickr.com/photos/msgold/52395893/in/photolist

Increasing Abundance will mean real mindshare is much harder to get



http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/10/buy-experiences/381132

Guard against abundance and virtualization by providing better experiences



Real-time Data + Intelligent Software Agents + Social +Video 
Natural Interfaces + Customization + The Internet of Things

Shopping with Google Glass via Mars Agency Youtube



(Em)brace for ’food-chain conflicts’ as roles 
adapt to fit a new, global, digital ecosystem





“We need to stomach the chaos that comes with digital”  
Shailesh Prakash, CIO of the Washington Post http://mashable.com/2014/10/05/wapo

http://mashable.com/2014/10/05/wapo


“Software is eating the world”… 
Technology is now the key driver across almost all sectors



Everything that can be automated will be automated



Data is becoming the 
fuel of commerce



 Business intelligence explosion based on ‘huge data’ 
derived from social media, mobile, cloud, location, IoT







Software maybe eating the world - but it should not eat us



Trust is the only human currency - the rest is technology:) 



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

“Humarithm"Algorithm



Human… Mystery. Surprise. Serendipity. 
Discovery. Mistakes. Inefficiencies….



Clip via IBM / Youtube



The future of commerce: socially, culturally and emotionally 
intelligent people plus increasingly intelligent data, 

technologies, machines, software, robots and AI plus purpose



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology: creepy, annoying, useful or exciting? It depends!



Digital ethics are crucial



“Opportunity-Challenges”







Thanks for your kind attention and  
‘best of foresights’ for your future!


